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ANALYTICAL FORMING AND COMPUTER SIMULATION OF PROGRAM MOTIONS
I. Dainiak
Laboratory of Mathematical Modelling of Technical Systems,
Belarusian State University of Informatics and Radioelectronics, Minsk, Belarus
ABSTRACT

without solving of differential equation system. To
realize this approach, model of coordinate system is
needed in the form of differential equations which
describe dynamic state of system in phase
coordinates.
In general case equation system of one-coordinate
stepping drive with m  phase winding can be written
in form:

d 2x
dx
 Fr F ,
°M 6 2  E
°
dt
dt
(2.1)
®
d\ k
°
Uk ,
°¯ik rk  dt
where k 1, 2,, m – numbers of electric contours
which formed by phase windings of drive;
ik ,\ k ,U k 
momentary values of current,
interlinkage and voltage of k-th electric contour; rk 
electric resistance of k-th contour; M 6  total mass
of moving part of drive system; x  displacement of
inductor with respect to stator; Fr  total resistance
force of load and idling losses; F  electromagnetic
force of drive, which defined by type and
construction of stepping motor.
Similar differential equation systems can be
written for any multi-coordinate system on the base of
linear stepping motors [3]. Equation system (2.1)
describes physical processes in drive system; it is full
mathematical model of precision motion system.
For the aims of analytical forming of program
motion, these equations of system can be resolved
relatively the highest derivative and structured as
x X i t , x1,..., xn ; x1,..., xn

The analytical method of the forming of program
motion is proposed which is built on the solving of
inverse problems of dynamics. The method of
synthesis of program motion which was built on the
basis of Lagrange principle is presented. The forming
of program motion on parabolic trajectory with
constant speed for four-coordinate spatial motion
system XYZ-phi, using the presented method, was
considered.
Index Terms - Program motion, analytical
forming, mathematical model, computer simulation,
holonomic automation system
1. INTRODUCTION
There are different approaches for the realizing of
program motions in precision coordinate systems
[1, 2]. The most used among them is the approach
which is built on the changing of motion parameters
in according to the necessary quality of motion. For
example, by accuracy – it is a position error, deviation
from trajectory, amplitude or frequency of forced
oscillation. Such approach is realized by follow
algorithm:
a) motion program is formed preliminarily by
control computer;
b) when motion is realizing, the signals of position
and velocity are derived by sensors of drive
measurement system;
c) obtained signals are processed by special
regulation algorithms of drive control system, and the
changes are included into the control action.
Regulation algorithms are based on differential
equations, which need to be solved. Additionally,
they are needed to carry out of the stability analysis,
to find out the range of work values and so on.
Another approach can be built on analytical
forming of program motion on the base of the solving
of inverse problems of dynamics.

where X ( X1, X 2 ,, X m ) is vector of right
parts of motion differential equations; x x1,..., xn
is vector of generalized coordinates; x x1,..., xn is
vector of generalized velocities.
Then suppose, that motion features of mechanical
system which is described by system (2.1) is
determined by vector of generalized coordinates
x[ x1,, xn ] and vector of generalized velocities
x[ x1,, xn ] which are defined in the form of integral
multiformity:
(2.2)
: : Z P ( x, x , t ) 0; P 1,, m d n .

2. ANALYTICAL METHOD OF THE
FORMING OF PROGRAM MOTION
Analytical method of the forming of program motion
is based on supplementing of drive system dynamic
model in accordance with analytical motion program,

This multiformity : of features of motion is
essentially integral multiformity of corresponding
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motion equations of drive system. Thus, to solve the
inverse problem of dynamics we should to build
motion equation by given integral multiformity : so
that the expressions Z P ( x, x , t ) 0 must be integrals

The task of program motion synthesis hasn’t
unique solution in general case, then we can consider
the task of optimal program motion synthesis, which
consists of the forming of control function u u t , x ,
realizing program motion (3.2) and ensuring the
minimum of a some functional.
For example, we can consider the task of program
motion synthesis with optimization by operating
speed, or by using of minimal quantity of resources
etc. These tasks are the optimal control problems with
phase limitations on interval.

of these equations. Then, we should to determine
required generalized control functions (forces,
parameters and correlations) from built equations,
which permit the motion with given features (2.2).
In cases when the structure of motion equations is
known but additional forces or parameters to get the
motion with necessary features are unknown, we
should to supplement of motion equations using the
given integral multiformity and then find the control
functions from supplemented equation system.
If we know only part of motion equations of
considered mechanical system, to solve the inverse
problems of dynamics we need to build missing
motion equations using the given integral
multiformity.
As result, the solving of the inverse problems of
dynamics in the general mathematical statement is
coming to the building of motion equations of
mechanical system using the integral multiformity of
motion features.
The problem of dynamics as a rule doesn’t have
unique solution. This fact allows solving the inverse
problems of dynamics in combination with the
problem of stability and optimality of motion;
generally, any additional conditions and limitations to
dynamic characteristics of motion can be taken into
account.

4. FORMING OF PROGRAM MOTION
ON PARABOLIC TRAJECTORY
Let us consider four-coordinate spatial motion system
XYZ-phi, which move tool or sample stage in three
orthogonal and one rotary direction. Now find the
control functions to realize a motion on parabolic
trajectory, using X, Z and phi drives.
Let’s denote S 2 , S 3 – parameters of X and Z
coordinate motions and M1 – parameter of phi
coordinate motion. Using Lagrange method, we can
write differential equations of spatial motion. Kinetic
energy is
1
K
J1  J 2  J 3  m2 h22 M12 
2
1
1
1
 m3 S 32M12  m3  m2 S 22  m3 S32
2
2
2
From here we can write differential equation
system of motion:
J zM1  m3S3M1  2m3M1S3 u1  b1M1 ,
m2  m3 S2 u 2  b2 S 2 ,
(4.1)
2



m3S3  m3 S3M1 u3  b3S3 ,
where J z J1  J 2  J 3  m2 h22 ;
Ji
i 1,2,3 – moments of inertia of parts
relatively their centroidal axes;
h2 – distance from axis of revolution to center of
gravity of part 2;
M1 , S 2 , S 3 – generalized coordinates.
As additional condition, we try to form the motion
with constant speed V.
Rewrite differential equation system (4.1) in phase
coordinates. Let us assume
M1 x1 , S 2 x3 , S3 x5 ,
M x , S x , S x ,

3. SYNTHESIS OF PROGRAM MOTIONS
It is known that the motion of multicoordinate device
can be described by a system of differential equations
of second order, which was built on the basis of
Lagrange principle. In general view this system can
be written in the form:
X i f i t , x1,..., xn , u1,..., ur , i 1, 2,, n ,
(3.1)
where
X
x1 ,..., xn – vector of phase
coordinates of device;
u u1 ,, u r – vector of control functions.
The problem of program motion synthesis lies in
the building of control function u u t , x , which is
satisfied to technical limitations u  U , where U  is
defined set in R n , for which the respective solution
x x t of system (3.1) satisfied to additional
condition:
Zk t , x1 ,..., xn 0 , k 1, 2,, m , m d n
(3.2)
(or Zk t , x 0 , k 1, 2,, m ). This fact means
that motion is realized on the curve or surface defined
by equations (3.2).
Equation system (3.2) is called program system.

1

M1

2

2

x2 , S2

4

3

x4 , S3

6

x6 .

Then
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x1

x2 , x2

x3

x4 , x4

u2  b1 x2  2m3 x5 x6
  m3 x52
u4  b22 x4
,
m4  m3

,

x5

x6 , x6

R2 R2 x, x42  x62  v 2 .
Solving this equation system, we can find the
control functions U 4 and U 6 :

u6  b3 x6  m3 x5 x22
,
m3

(4.2)
where u2 u1 , u4 u2 , u6 u3 .
Now try to realize the motion of parabola
x3 h  k x5  b 2 with constant speed v 2 S 22  S32 ,
where M1 { 0 .

U4

Therefore, the motion program is
Z1 Z3  k x5  b 2  h 0,
(4.3)
Z 2 x42  x62  v 2 0.
As M1 0 , motion equations can be simplified:
x1 0,
x 2
x 3

0,

x 4
x 5

D1 x4  E1u 4 ,

x 6

D 2 x6  E 2 u 6 .

x4 ,

6

wZ

¦ w xi1 fi

0,

1
, D2
m2  m3

b3
,
m3

(4.5)

i 1

where f i  right parts of (3.1).
To satisfy the condition (4.5) it is necessary and
enough, that
6

wZ

¦ w xi3 fi

R1 t , x, Z3 ,

(4.6)

i 1

wZ

¦ w xi2

fi

R2 t , x , Z 2 ,

2k x5  b x 4 R1  R2  D 2 x62

E1 E 2 >2kx4 x5  b  x6 @



2k x5  b 2kx62  2kD 2 x 4 x6 ( x5  b)
;
E1E 2 >2kx4 x5  b  x6 @

denote a11 a12  O ; a22 a12 O . And now we can
write equation system for velocities of motion:
 dx
a
§
·
D 2 ¨ a12 x  12 y  a 23 ¸;
°
° dt
O
©
¹ (5.3)
®
° dy Z 2 (a Ox  a y  a ).
12
12
13
°¯ dt
The calculation structure for modelling of motion
on parabolic trajectory is presented on Figure 1.
The modelling results for D 1 ; a12 0,5 ;
a13 7 ; a 23 5 are presented on Figure 2.
Initial conditions were x0 4 ; y 0 10 and

where R1 t , x,0 { 0 .
Further, to satisfy the condition Z2 x 0 along
the solution x x t it is necessary and enough, that
6





Now we try to find a calculation structure for
modelling the motion on parabolic trajectory in the
form
dy
a x  a12 y  a13
 11
(5.1)
dx
a12 x  a22 y  a23
where x and y are controlled coordinates.
Using transfer function of motion system with
feedback by velocity, we can write

°dM D dt ;
°
° dx
D (a12 x  a 22 y  a 23 );
(5.2)
®
° dM
° dy
D (a11 x  a12 y  a13 ),
°
¯ dM
where D is a number, which defines the direction
of motion by sign and the velocity by module.
Since the parabola meets the condition
a11 a12
a
a12
0 , or 11
, then we can write
a12 a22
a12 a22

Since x2 0 , then control function U 2 is
identically defined as U 2 b1 x 2  2m3 x5 x6 .
According to (4.1), in order to the solution
x x t of system (4.4) was satisfied to equation
Z1 x 0 , it is enough, that

Z3

E1

5. COMPUTER MODELLING OF PROGRAM
MOTION ON PARABOLIC TRAJECTORY

1
.
m3

E2

2kx62  2k x5  b D 2 x6

x4 R1  2kx62 x4  2kD 2 x4 x6 x5  b  R2  D 2 x62
.
E 2 >2kx4 x5  b  x6 @
In the first approximation we may accept that
R1 R2 { 0 .

(4.4)

b2
, E1
m2  m3

E1



U6

x6 ,

where D1

R1  D1 x4

(4.7)

i 1

where R2 t , x,0 { 0 .
As result, to realize motion program (4.3) it is
enough to satisfy the conditions (4.6) and (4.7), i.e.
D1 x4  E1u 4  2kx62 
°
2k x5  b D 2 x6  E 2 u 6 R1 ;
®
°x D x  E u  x D x  E u
R2 ,
1 4
6
2 6
2 6
¯ 4 1 4
where
R1 R1 x, x4  2k x5  b x6 ,

O1
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0,5 ; O2

0,1 ; O3

0,05 .
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Figure 1 Structure of differential analyzer

Figure 2 Parabolic trajectories, formed by
differential analyzer in MATLAB
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